SEO Workflow
Existing website
Step 1 - Choice of the audit plan
Audita plāni
Piemērs
Step 2 - Information acquirement and gathering
Questions for the client:
1. Does any previous SEO work (audit, keyword research, etc.) has been
made? If yes, if there are any reports from them?
2. What are the goals?
3. Which are the most important pages & products/services?
4. Does Google Analytics is used? If yes, can we, please, have the access?
5. In your opinion, which are your main competitors?
6. Which are your target markets (countries)?
7. What kind of other advertising methods are used?
8. Is there any other information that you think we should know?
Step 3 - Performing the selected audit
Step 4 - Recommendations
After audit, client will receive a list of recommendation in priority order and
with detailed comments, whose implementation will help in website optimization
process.
Step 5 - Google Analytics and SERP analysis monitoring
Bounce rate, Sessions, Users, Channels, popular pages
Best and current keywords positions in Google, their search volume.
Step 6 - One time SEO
After the audit, sem.lv will help to optimize the website based on recommendations.
Considering the time that each task would take and its complexity, the client
can choose which improvements they want to make, which of them they will make by
them self and where they need sem.lv teams help.
Step 7 - Google Analytics and SERP analysis monitoring
Bounce rate, Sessions, Users, Channels, popular pages
Best and current keywords positions in Google, their search volume.

Step 8 - Recommendations

After one time SEO, client will receive a list of recommendations for monthly
SEO work.

Step 9 - Monthly SEO services
Monthly position check in SERP analysis
Monthly Google Analytics data monitoring
Blog Articles Writing | Blog recommendations

SEO Workflow
New website
Step 1 - Information acquirement and gathering
Questions for the client:
1. What are the goals?
2. In your opinion, which are your main competitors?
3. Which are your target markets (countries)?
4. Is there any other information that you think we should know?
Step 2 - Strategy
1. Creating the most appropriate list of high and low competition names by
industry and language
2. SERP Analysis (keyword search volume and positioning in search engine)
3. Choosing the main short tail and long tail keywords
4. Grouping keywords in related categories
5. Analyzing up to 3 key competitors (up to 3 competitors; inbound, outbound
links, position in search, etc.)
Step 3 - Recommendation
Client will receive a list of recommendation in priority order and with detailed
comments, whose implementation will help in website optimization process.
Step 4 - One time SEO
After the audit, sem.lv will help to optimize the website based on
recommendations.
Considering the time that each task would take and its complexity, the client
can choose which improvements they want to make, which of them they will make by
them self and where they need sem.lv teams help.
Step 5 - Google Analytics and SERP analysis monitoring

Bounce rate, Sessions, Users, Channels, popular pages
Best and current keywords positions in Google, their search volume.
Step 6 - Recommendations
After one time SEO, client will receive a list of recommendations for monthly
SEO work.
Step 7 - Monthly SEO services
Monthly position check in SERP analysis
Monthly Google Analytics data monitoring
Blog Articles Writing | Blog recommendations

